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1. Introduction
Humanoid robot is a type of robot that the overall appearance is based on that of the human
body. Humanoid robots include a rich diversity of projects where perception, processing
and action are embodied in a recognizably anthropomorphic form in order to emulate some
subset of the physical, cognitive and social dimensions of the human body and experience.
The research on humanoid robots spans from stability to optimal control, gait generation,
human-robot and robot-robot communication (Konno et al., 1997) (Hirai et al, 1998) (Cheng
et al., 2001). In addition, humanoid robots have been also used to understand better human
motion and establish working coexistence of human and humanoid robot (Althaus et al.,
2004).
Humanoid robot with two legs usually have problem to stabilize its biped walk motions. In
fact, one of the most sophisticated forms of legged motion is that of biped gait locomotion.
Human locomotion stands out among other forms of biped locomotion chiefly in terms of
the dynamic systems point of view. This is due to the fact that during a significant part of
the human walking motion, the moving body is not in static equilibrium.
Biped walking robot can be classified by its gait. There are two major research areas in biped
walking robot: the static gait and dynamic gait. For a biped robot, two different situations
arise in sequence during the walking motion: the statically stable double-support phase in
which the whole structure of the robot is supported on both feet simultaneously, and the
statically unstable single-support phase when only one foot is in contact with the ground,
while the other foot is being transferred from back to front. Eventually, this type of walking
pattern delays the walking speed. Moreover, joint structure design in robots does not permit
flexible movement like that of human being. Indeed, one motor only can rotate in one
direction. Even by reducing reduction-ratio can increase the motor rotation, it will
eventually reduce the torque output which is not desirable for real-time operation.
Therefore, a method to control sufficient walking speed in conjunction with the biped gait
trajectory is inevitably important. This is because in real-time application, the robots are
likely to be required to walk faster or slower according to situation that occurred during the
operation.
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This chapter presents analysis results of optimal gait trajectory generation in a biped
humanoid robot. The work presented in this chapter is focusing on analysis to improve
biped walk quality and speed by considering reduction-ratio at joint-motor system with
other physical parameters in humanoid robot’s body. The analysis utilized a 21-dofs
humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II as experimental platform.
The early sections of this chapter presents the background and motivation of current
research, followed by hardware structure and design characteristics of humanoid robot
Bonten-Maru II. The next section presents the optimization of trajectory generation using
inverse kinematics for 6-dofs humanoid robot legs. A simplified approach was implemented
to solving inverse kinematics problems by classifying the robot leg’s joints into several
groups of joint coordinate frames. To describe translation and rotational relationship
between adjacent joint links, a matrix method proposed by Denavit-Hartenberg (Denavit
and Hartenberg, 1955) was employed, which systematically establishes a coordinate system
for each link of an articulated chain. In addition, to perform a smooth and reliable gait, it is
necessary to define step-length and foot-height during transferring one leg in one step walk.
The step-length is a parameter value that can be adjusted and fixed in the control system.
On the other hand, the foot-height is defined by applying ellipse formulation. Interpolation
by time function of the leg’s start and end points using ellipse formulation provide smooth
trajectory pattern at each gait.
The final section presents analysis of biped walking speed by maintaining reduction-ratio
value but consider step length, hip-joint height from ground and duty-ratio as experimental
parameters. Eventually, it is easy to control the walking speed by reducing or increasing the
reduction-ratio at the robot joint-motor system. However, in real-time operation it is
desirable to have a stable and high reduction-ratio value in order to provide high torque
output to the robot’s manipulator during performing tasks, such as during object
manipulation, avoiding obstacle, etc. Therefore the reduction-ratio is required to remain
always at fixed and high value.

2. Background and motivation
To realize human-like walking robots, many researches about the biped locomotion robot
have been archived especially in prototyping biped locomotion, biped legged control and
optimal gait locomotion. In these researches, dynamic and stable walking can be realized.
Vukobratovic (Vukobratovic et al. 1990) have investigated the walking dynamics and
proposed Zero Moment Point (ZMP) as an index of walking stability. Meanwhile, Takanishi
and Hirai (Takanishi et al., 1985, Hirai et al., 1998) have proposed methods of walking
pattern synthesis based on the ZMP, and demonstrate walking motion and pattern synthesis
with real humanoid robots. Meanwhile, the methods to realizing dynamic walking were
presented in (Hasegawa et al., 2000, Lim et al., 2000). Other achievements are in prototyping
biped locomotion, biped legged control and optimal gait locomotion (Goswani et al., 1997,
Capi et al., 2003).
Input energy is another important index for natural walking motion. Eventually, the energyoptimal trajectory for highly non-linear equations of a complex robot is hard to find
numerically. Recently, an evolutionary optimization method, such as evolutionary
programming (EP), genetic algorithm (GA) and so on have been identified to find the
optimal solutions in a non-linear system. In the research with Bonten-Maru II, Capi (Capi et
al., 2003, Nasu et al., 2007) has proposed a real time generation of humanoid robot optimal
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gait by using soft computing techniques. GA was employed to minimize the energy for
humanoid robot gait. The Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFNN) is used for real
time gait generations, which are trained based on GA data.
In order to realize optimal gait generation, several studies have been reported related with
walking speed of biped robot. For example Chevallereau & Aoustin (Chevallereau &
Aoustin, 2001) have studied optimal reference trajectory for walking and running of a biped
robot. Furthermore, Yamaguchi (Yamaguchi et al., 1993) have been using the ZMP as a
criterion to distinguish the stability of walking for a biped walking robot which has a trunk.
The authors introduce a control method of dynamic biped walking for a biped walking
robot to compensate for the three-axis (pitch, roll and yaw-axis) moment on an arbitrary
planned ZMP by trunk motion. The authors developed a biped walking robot and
performed a walking experiment with the robot using the control method. The result was a
fast dynamic biped walking at the walking speed of 0.54 s/ step with a 0.3 m step on a flat
floor. This walking speed is about 50% faster than that with the robot which compensates
for only the two-axis (pitch and roll-axis) moment by trunk motion. Meanwhile, control
system that stabilizes running biped robot HRP-2LR has been proposed by Kajita (Kajita et
al., 2005). The robot uses prescribed running pattern calculated by resolved momentum
control, and a running controller stabilizes the system against disturbance.
Eventually, it is easy to control the walking speed by reducing or increasing the reductionratio at the robot joint-motor system. However, in real-time operation it is desirable to have
a stable and high reduction-ratio value in order to provide high torque output to the robot’s
manipulator during performing tasks, such as during object manipulation, avoiding
obstacle, etc.

3. Humanoid robot “Bonten-Maru II”
Motivated by the current state-of-the-art in humanoids research, we have previously
developed a research prototype biped humanoid robot called Bonten-Maru II. The BontenMaru II appearance diagram and outer dimension are shown in Fig. 1. It is 1.25 [m] tall and
weight 31.5 [kg], which similar to an eight or nine year old child. The Bonten-Maru II is a
research prototype humanoid robot, and such has undergone some refinement as different
research direction is considered. During the design process, some predefined degree of
stiffness, accuracy, repeatability, mobility and other design factor have been taken into
consideration.
The Bonten-Maru II was designed to mimic as much as human characteristic, especially for
contribution of its joints. Figure 2 shows configuration of dofs in the robot body. The robot
has total of 21 dof: 6 dof for each leg, 3 dof for each arm, 1 dof for waist and 2 dof for head.
The high number of dof gives the Bonten-Maru II possibility to realize complex motions.
Moreover, the distribution of dof which is very similar with humans gives advantages for
the humanoid robot to attain human-like motion. Every joint is driven by DC servomotor
with a rotary encoder and harmonic drive reduction system, and PC with Linux is utilized
for control. Rotation angles of joints were recorded by the rotary encoder that installed at
rear side of DC servomotor. The sampling frequency is 200 Hz. The power is supplied to
each joint by timing belt and harmonic drive reduction system. Gear number at the DC
servomotor side is 60; while at the harmonic drive side is 16. Therefore, it makes reduction
ratio at the harmonic side to be 1:100, while overall reduction ratio is 1:333.
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Fig. 1. Bonten-Maru II appearance diagram and outer dimension.
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Fig. 2. Configuration of dofs in Bonten-Maru II humanoid robot body.
Table 1 shows range of joints rotation angle. Each joint has relatively wide range of rotation
angle, especially for both leg’s hip yaw which permit both legs to rotate in wide range of
angle during correction of orientation and obstacle avoidance. Construction of the robot’s
links was also designed to mimic human’s structure. The motor driver, the PC and the
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power supply are placed outside of the robot. At the legs side, under each foot are four
pressure sensor, two at the toe and two across the heel. These provide a good indication of
both contact with the ground, and the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) position. At the head part
is equipped with two monochrome CCD cameras (542x492 pixels) and connected to PC by
video capture board.
Axis

Range of rotation angle (deg.)

Waist (yaw)

-45 ~ 45

Hip (yaw)

-90 ~ 90

Right hip (roll)

-90 ~ 25

Left hip (roll)

-25 ~ 90

Hip (pitch)

-130 ~ 45

Knee (pitch)

-20 ~150

Ankle (pitch)

-90 ~ 60

Right ankle (roll)

-90 ~ 20

Left ankle (roll)

-20 ~ 90

Table 1. Joint rotation range at leg system in Bonten-Maru II.

4. Optimization of trajectory generation in humanoid’s legs
Optimization of trajectory generation is nacessary to ganerate optimal biped trajectory of
humanoid robot legs. It is commonly known that trajectory of robot manipulator is obtain
by solving kinematic relationship between adjacent links. Robot kinematics deals with the
analytical study of the geometry of a robot’s motion with respect to a fixed reference
coordinate system as a function of time without regarding the force/ moments that cause the
motion. Commonly, trajectory generation for biped locomotion robots is defined by solving
forward and inverse kinematics problems (Kajita et al, 2005). In a forward kinematics
problem, where the joint variable is given, it is easy to determine the end-effector’s position
and orientation. An inverse kinematics problem, however, in which each joint variable is
determined by using end-effector position and orientation data, does not guarantee a
closed-form solution.
Traditionally three methods are used to solve an inverse kinematics problem: geometric,
iterative, and algebraic (Koker, 2005). However, the more complex the manipulator’s joint
structure, the more complicated and time-consuming these methods become. In order to
optimize trajectory generation of biped walking robot, a simplified approach was proposed
and implemented in 6-DOFs legs to solving inverse kinematics problems by classifying the
robot’s joints into several groups of joint coordinate frames at the robot’s manipulator.To
describe translation and rotational relationship between adjacent joint links, we employ a
matrix method proposed by Denavit-Hartenberg (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955), which
systematically establishes a coordinate system for each link of an articulated chain.
Optimization of kinematic solutions helps to increase calculation time and reduce memory
usage of the robot control system. It also improve the stability of biped trajectory that can be
utilize to ganerate and control the speed of biped walking.
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Hip joint
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Hip joint
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Hip joint
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Fig. 3. Photograph of Bonten-Maru II lower side body and the configuration of links and
joints.
4.1 Legs structure
Basic idea of legged robot is ability to perform wide and variety range of human-like gait
motions. The Bonten-Maru II humanoid robot is designed to mimic as much as human
structure, especially for its joints and links configuration to have wide range of rotation
angle. Figure 3 shows photograph and diagram of the Bonten-Maru II lower side body.
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Configuration of links, joints and harmonic drive at the Bonten-Maru II lower side body were
shown in this figure. Each leg is consists of 6-dofs: 3 dof for hip, 1 dof for knee, and 2 dof for
ankle. Hip-joint yaw is connecting each leg with the waist part.
The design of link position and joint-motor structure greatly influence the joint rotation
range (Bischoff & Graefe, 2005). The link positions were configured with thigh link
positioned at inner side of leg, while shin link positioned at outer side of the leg. It gives the
hip joints wide rotation range to outside direction and the ankle joints also possible to rotate
wider to inner side, at the same time gives better stability. Both of these links were
connected with knee joint and were given specific space so that knee joint can rotate as far as
160 degree to back direction.
Configuration of the harmonic drive position at hip joints and ankle joints were installed at
the rear side of roll direction so that the leg’s link can swing to front direction in wide
rotation angle. Moreover, both thigh links were given specific space so that when hip joint
rotates to yawing direction, both links do not collide to each other. Consequently, rotation of
hip joint at yaw direction can reach until 90 degree. In this research, wide rotation angle of
yaw direction is required so that the robot can easily change its direction in wider angle,
particularly during avoiding obstacles and operation in confined spaces.
4.2 Kinematics solutions of 6-DOFs Legs
Each of the legs in humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II has six DOFs: three DOFs (yaw, roll and
pitch) at the hip joint, one DOF (pitch) at the knee joint and two DOFs (pitch and roll) at the
ankle joint. In this research, only inverse kinematics calculations for the robot leg we solved.
A reference coordinate is taken at the intersection point of the 3-DOF hip joint. In solving
calculations of inverse kinematics for the leg, just as for arm, the joint coordinates are
divided into eight separate coordinate frames as listed bellow.
∑0 ： Reference coordinate.
∑1 ： Hip yaw coordinate.
∑2 ： Hip roll coordinate.
∑3 ： Hip pitch coordinate.
∑4 ： Knee pitch coordinate.
∑5 ： Ankle pitch coordinate.
∑6 ： Ankle roll coordinate.
∑h ： Foot bottom-center coordinate.
Figure 4 shows a model of the robot leg that indicates the configurations and orientation of
each set of joint coordinates. Here, link length for the thigh is l1, while for the shin it is l2. The
Link parameters for the leg are defined in Table 2. Referring to Fig. 4, the transformation
matrix at the bottom of the foot ( 6h T) is an independent link parameter because the
coordinate direction is changeable. Here, to simplify the calculations, the ankle joint is
positioned so that the bottom of the foot settles on the floor surface. The leg’s orientation is
fixed from the reference coordinate so that the third row of the rotation matrix at the leg’s
end becomes like Eq. (1).
Pz leg = ⎡⎣0 0 1⎤⎦
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Fig. 4. Configurations of joint coordinates at the robot leg.
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0
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θ3leg

0
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0
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0

l1
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θ5leg

0

0
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θ6leg

0

-90 º

0

6

0

0

0

l3

Table 2. Link parameters of the leg
Furthermore, the leg’s links are classified into three groups to short-cut the calculations,
where each group of links is calculated separately as follows.
i. From link 0 to link 1 (Reference coordinate to coordinate joint number 1).
ii. From link 1 to link 4 (Coordinate joint number 2 to coordinate joint number 4).
iii. From link 4 to link 6 (Coordinate joint number 5 to coordinate at the bottom of the foot).
Basically, i) is to control leg rotation at the Z-axis, ii) is to define the leg position, while iii) is
to decide the leg’s end-point orientation. A coordinate transformation matrix can be
arranged as below.
0
h

T= 01 T 41 T 4h T= ( 0h T)( 21 T 23 T 43 T)( 45 T 65 T 6h T)

Here, the coordinate transformation matrices for
(4), respectively.
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⎡ s2 c34
⎢
1 2 3
1
⎢ − s34
=
T
T
T
T=
2 3 4
4
⎢ −c c
⎢ 2 34
⎢⎣ 0
⎡ c 5 c6
⎢
4
4 5 6
⎢ s5c6
h T= 5 T 6 T h T = ⎢
−s
⎢ 6
⎢⎣ 0

− s2 s34
−c34

−c5 s6
− s5 s6
−c6
0

l1s2c3 ⎤
⎥
−l1s3 ⎥
−l1c2 c3 ⎥
⎥
1 ⎥⎦

(3)

l2 + l3c5c6 ⎤
⎥
l3 s5c6 ⎥
−l3 s6 ⎥
⎥
1
⎥⎦

(4)

−c2
0
− s2
0

c2 s34
0

− s5
c5
0
0
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The coordinate transformation matrix for 0h T, which describes the leg’s end-point position
and orientation, can be shown with the following equation.

⎡ r11 r12
⎢
⎢r21 r22
0
T
=
h
⎢r
r
⎢ 31 32
⎢⎣ 0
0

r13
r23
r33
0

px ⎤
⎥
py ⎥
pz ⎥
⎥
1 ⎥⎦

(5)

From Eq. (1), the following conditions were satisfied.

r13 = r23 = r31 = r32 = 0 , r33 = 1

(6)

Hence, joint rotation angles θ1leg~θ6leg can be defined by applying the above conditions. First,
considering i), in order to provide rotation at the Z-axis, only the hip joint needs to rotate in
the yaw direction, specifically by defining θ1leg. As mentioned earlier, the bottom of the foot
settles on the floor surface; therefore, the rotation matrix for the leg’s end-point measured
from the reference coordinate can be defined by the following equation.

0
h

⎡cθ1leg
⎢
R = Rot( z ,θ1leg ) = ⎢ sθ1leg
⎢
⎣⎢ 0

Here, θ1leg can be defined as below.

− sθ1leg
cθ1leg
0

0 ⎤ ⎡r
r
⎥ ⎢ 11 12
0 ⎥ = ⎢r21 r22
⎥
0
1 ⎦⎥ ⎢⎣ 0

0⎤
⎥
0⎥
1 ⎥⎦

θ1leg = atan2 ( r21 , r22 )

(7)

(8)

Next, considering ii), from the obtained result of θ1leg, 0h T is defined in Eq. (9).

⎡ − s1 −c1 0 Px leg ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ c1 − s1 0 Py leg ⎥
0
T
=
⎢
⎥
h
0 1 Pz leg ⎥
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
0 0
1 ⎥⎦
⎣
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Here, from constrain orientation of the leg’s end point, the position vector of joint 5 is
defined as follows in Eq. (10), and its relative connection with the matrix is defined in Eq.
(11). Next, equation (12) is defined relatively.
0P5= 0
4

T4P5 = ⎡ Px leg
⎣

− s2 s34
−c34

− s2
0

c1 0 0 ⎤ ⎡ px ⎤
⎥
⎥⎢
− s1 0 0 ⎥ ⎢ py ⎥
0 1 0 ⎥ ⎢ pz − l3 ⎥
⎥
⎥⎢
0 0 1 ⎥⎦ ⎣⎢ 1 ⎦⎥

⎤
⎥ ⎡ s2 ( l1c3 + l2 c34 ) ⎤
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥ = ⎢ − ( l1c3 + l2 s34 ) ⎥ .
⎥ ⎢ −c l c + l c ⎥
⎥ ⎢⎣ 2 ( 1 3 2 34 ) ⎥⎦
⎦

⎡ Pˆ
⎢ xleg
⎢ˆ
⎢ Pyleg
⎢ˆ
⎢ Pzleg
⎣

Therefore,

(10)
(11)

l1s2 c3 ⎤ ⎡ l2 ⎤ ⎡ − s1
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
−l1s3 ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢ −c1
=
−l1c2c3 ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0

−c 2
0

c2 s34
0

T

= 01T −1 0 Pˆ5

1 4ˆ
4T P5

⎡ s2 c34
⎢
⎢ − s34
⎢ −c c
⎢ 2 34
⎢⎣ 0

Pz leg − l3 ⎤ ,
⎦

Py leg

(12)

(13)

To define joint angles θ2leg, θ3leg, θ4leg, Eq. (13) is used . The rotation angles are defined as the
following equations.

θ4
θ3

leg

= atan2 ⎛⎜ ± 1 − C 2 , C ⎞⎟
⎝
⎠

(

leg

= atan2 pˆ xz , pˆ y

θ2

leg

(

leg

leg

) + atan2 ( k , k )

= atan2 pˆ x , pˆ z
leg

Eventually, C , pˆ xz , k1 , k2 are defined as follows.
leg

C=

pˆ x

2
leg

+ pˆ y

2
leg

+ pˆ z

2
leg

leg

)

− ( l12 + l2 2 )

2l1l2
pˆ xz

leg

= pˆ x

leg

2

1

+ pˆ z

2
leg

k1 = l1 + l2 c4 , k2 = −l2 s4

2

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
(19)

Finally, considering iii), joint angles θ5leg and θ6 leg are defined geometrically by the following
equations.

θ 5leg = −θ 3leg − θ 4leg
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4.3 Interpolation and gait trajectory pattern
Application of high degree of polynomial equations will help the manipulators to perform
smooth trajectory. This method called interpolation. Interpolation refers to a time history of
position, velocity and acceleration for each robotic joint. A common way of making a robot’s
manipulator to move from start point P0 to end point Pf in a smooth, controlled fashion is to
have each joint to move as specified by a smooth function of time t. Each joint starts and
ends its motion at the same time, thus the robot’s motion appears to be coordinated.
In order to compute these motions, in the case of position, velocity and acceleration at start
point P0 and end point Pf are given, interpolation of end-effector’s position described in time
t variable function was performed using polynomial equation to generate trajectory. In this
research, we employ degree-5 polynomial equation as shown in Eq. (22) to solve
interpolation from start point P0 to end point Pf. Velocity and acceleration at P0 and Pf are
defined as zero; only the position factor is considered as a coefficient for performing
interpolation.
P(t ) = a0 + a1t + a2t 2 + a3t 3 + a4t 4 + a5t 5

(22)

Time factor at P0 and Pf are describe as t0 = 0 and tf, respectively. Here, boundary condition
for each position, velocity and acceleration at P0 and Pf are shown at following equations.
⎫
⎪
⎪
o
1
⎪
$
$$
P(0) = 2 a2 = Po
⎪
P(t f ) = a0 + a1t f + a2t f 2 + a3t f 3 + a4t f 4 + a5t f 5 = Pf ⎬
⎪
P$ (t f ) = a1 + 2 a2t f + 3a3t f 2 + 4 a4t f 3 + 5a5t f 4 = P$ f ⎪
⎪
⎪
$$(t ) = 2 a + 6 a t + 12 a t 2 + 20 a t 3 = P
$$
P
2
3 f
4 f
5 f
f
f
⎭
P(0) = a0 = Po
P$ (0) = a = P$

(23)

Here, coefficient ai (i = 0,1,2,3,4,5) are defined by solving deviations of above equations.
Results of the deviations are shown at below Eq. (24).
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
$$
yo
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
1
2
$
$
$$
$$
y
y
y
y
t
y
y
t
−
−
+
+
−
{20(
)
(8
12
)
(
3
)
}
⎪
f
f
o f
f
o f
0
⎬
2t f 3
⎪
1
2 ⎪
$
$
$$
$$
{−30( y f − yo ) + (14 y f + 16 yo )t f − (2 y f − 3 yo )t f } ⎪
2t f 4
⎪
⎪
1
2
⎪
y f − $$
yo )t f }
{12( y f − yo ) − 6( y$ f + y$ o )t f + ( $$
5
⎪
2t f
⎭

a0 = yo
a1 = y$ o
a2 =
a3 =
a4 =
a5 =
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As mentioned before, velocity and acceleration at P0 and Pf were considered as zero, as
shown in Eq. (25).

( ) ( )

P ( 0 ) = P(0) = P t f = P t f = 0 .
•

••

•

••

(25)

Generation of motion trajectories from points P0 to Pf only considered the position factor.
Therefore, by given only positions data at P0 and Pf, respectively described as y0 and yf,
coefficients ai (i = 0,1,2,3,4,5) were solved as below Eq. (26).
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
=0
⎪
10
⎪
= 3 ( y f − yo ) ⎪
⎪
tf
⎬
⎪
15
= − 4 ( y f − yo ) ⎪
tf
⎪
⎪
6
= 5 ( y f − yo ) ⎪⎪
tf
⎪⎭

a0 = yo
a1 = 0
a2
a3
a4
a5

(26)

Finally, degree-5 polynomial function is defined as following equation.

y(t ) = yo + 10( y f − yo )u3 − 15( y f − yo )u4 + 6( y f − yo )u5

(27)

Where,

u=

current time
t
=
.
tf
motion time

(28)

Meanwhile, to perform smooth and reliable gait trajectory in biped walk, it is necessary to
define foot-height during transferring one leg in one step walk based on the acquired steplength. The foot-height is defined by applying ellipse formulation, like shown in gait
trajectory pattern at Fig. 5. In walking forward and backward, the foot height at z-axis is
defined in Eq. (29). Meanwhile during side-step walk, the foot height is defined in (30).
Here, h is hip-joint height from the ground.

Z

Fig. 5. Gait trajectory pattern of humanoid robot leg
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⎛
x2 ⎞ 2
z = b⎜1 −
⎟ −h
⎜
S ⎟⎠
⎝

(29)

⎛
y2 ⎞ 2
z = b⎜1 −
⎟ −h
⎜
S ⎟⎠
⎝

(30)

1

1

In real-time operation, biped locomotion is performed by given the leg’s end point position
to the robot control system so that joint angle at each joint can be calculated by inverse
kinematics formulations. Consequently the joint rotation speed and pattern is controlled by
the above formulations of interpolation using degree-5 polynomial equations. By applying
these formulations, each gait motion is performed in smooth and controlled trajectory.
4.4 Verification of biped trajectory generation by simulation
A simulation using animation that applies GnuPlot in humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II
control system was performed to analyze and confirm of the robot joint’s trajectory
generation. Figure 6 presents the simulation interface of the robot’s trajectory, which
features a robot control process, a motion instructor process, and robot animation. In the

Fig. 6. Simulation interface presents robot’s trajectory and motion process.
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simulation, the robot performing biped locomotion of yawing motion to change its
orientation by turning to back-left area.
In order to perform this motion, rotation of hip-joint yaw is the key-point. By solving Eq. (8),
the robot rotation angle at hip joint is decided from 0 degree to 90 degree. Meanwhile target
position of leg’s end-point at xyz-axes plane is defined by solving inverse kinematics in Eqs.
(14), (15), (16), (20), (21), and interpolation in Eq. (27). At this time the yawing angle θ1leg is
fixed at 70º.
During performing the yawing motion, at first the left leg’s hip-joint yaw will rotate
counterclockwise direction to θ1leg. At the same time, the left leg follows along an ellipse
trajectory in regard to z-axis direction to move the leg one step. This stepping motion is
performed by given the leg’s end point position to the robot’s control system so that the
joint angles of θ1leg~θ6leg could be solved by inverse kinematics calculations. The left leg
position is defined by interpolation of the leg end point from its initial position with respect
to the xy-axes position at a certain calculated distance. At this time the right leg acts as the
support axis. Then, the robot corrects its orientation by changing the support axis to the left
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Fig. 7. Rotation angle of the left leg joints in biped walking while turning to left in yawing
motion.
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leg, while the left leg hip-joint yaw reverses the rotation to clockwise direction to complete
the motion.
Each joint’s rotation angles were saved and analyzed in a graph structure. For example, the
graph for the left leg during yawing motion is plotted in Fig. 7. The graph shows the smooth
trajectory of the rotation angles at each leg’s joint. These simulation results verified
reliability of the proposed kinematics and interpolation formulations to generate smooth
and controlled trajectory for humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II.

5. Analysis of biped walking speed
5.1 Methodology
The main consideration in a biped humanoid robot is to generate the robot’s efficient gait
during performing tasks and maintain it in a stable condition until the tasks are completed.
The efficiency in biped robots is normally related with how fast and how easy the tasks can
be completed. In this research, to increase walking speed without changing the reductionratio, we considered three parameters to control the walking speed in biped robot
locomotion:
1. Step length; s
2. hip-joint height from the ground; h
3. Duty-ratio; d
Figure 8 shows initial orientation of Bonten-Maru II during performing task which also
indicate the step length and hip-joint height of the robot. The step-length is the distance
between ankle-joints of a support leg and a swing leg when both of them are settled on the
ground during walking motion. The hip-joint height is the distance between intersection
point of hip-joint roll and pitch to the ground in walking position. Meanwhile, duty-ratio for
biped robot mechanism is described as time ratio of one foot touches the ground when
another foot swing to transfer the leg in one cycle of walking motion. In biped gait motion,
two steps are equal to one cycle.

h

s
Fig. 8. Orientation of Bonten-Maru II to perform motion and parameters of hip-height h and
step length s.
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Hip-joint height [mm]
h1=468
h2=518
h3=568

Max. step length in 1
step[mm]
350
300
200

Max. step length in 1
cycle [mm]
700
600
400

Table 3. Relationship of step length against hip-joint height at Bonten-Maru II.
Reffering to the Bonten-Maru II body and structure of the leg, the link parameters at the legs
are used in calculations to define hip-joint height and maximum step length by geometrical
analysis. Link parameters of the legs were calculated geometrically to define relation
between step-length and hip-joint height. From the geometrical analysis, relation between
the step-length and the hip-joint height is defined in Table 3.
At joint-motor system of Bonten-Maru II, maximum no-load rotation for the DC servomotor
at each joint is 7220 [rpm]. This rotation is reduced by pulley and harmonic drive-reduction
system to 1/ 333, in order to produce high torque output during performing tasks. We
considered that the robot required high torque to perform tasks; therefore we do not change
the reduction-ratio, which is 333:1. Eventually, these specifications produced maximum joint
angular velocity at 130 [deg/ s]. However, for safety reason, the joint angular velocity at the
motor was reduced to 117 [deg/ s]. The step time can be adjusted in the robot control system
easily. However, if the step time is too small in order to increase walking speed, the robot
motion becomes unstable. Moreover, the maximum step length performed becomes limited.
In current condition, the step time for Bonten-Maru II to complete one cycle of walking is
fixed between 7~10 second at maximum step length 75 [mm]. The duty-ratio d is increased
gradually from 0.7 to 0.85. These parameter values are applied in simulation present in the
next section.
5.2 Simulation analysis
A simulation analysis of the robot walking velocity using simulation interface that applies
GnuPlot was performed based on parameters condition explained at previous section. The
time for one circle of walking gait is initially fixed at 10 second. Each joint’s rotation angles
are saved and analyzed in a graph structure. Based on the joint angle, angular velocity of
each joint was calculated.
Figure 9 shows joint angle data for right leg joints when performing 10 steps walk at
condition: h=518 [mm], s=100 [mm] and d=0.7. From the angle data, angular velocity for
each joint was calculated and presented in Fig. 10. The first and last gait shows acceleration
and deceleration of the gait velocity. The three steps in the middle show maximum angular
velocity of the legs joint.
Basically, in biped robot the maximum walking gait velocity is calculated from maximum
joint angular velocity data by defining minimum step time for one gait. Eventually, by
applying the same parameter, even if time for one step is initially different; the final joint
angle obtained by the robot is same. Hence, in this analysis we can obtain the minimum step
time in one step from the maximum joint angular velocity data that the initial step time was
10 seconds. Basically, the minimum gait time in one step is satisfying following equation:
tmin <
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Here, Vθmax is the maximum joint angular velocity at the motor, tmin is minimum time for one
step, and vθmax is maximum joint angular velocity in each gait. Finally, the maximum
walking gait velocity wmax is defined by dividing length s with minimum step time tmin in
each gait, as shown in following equation.

wmin =

s
tmin

(32)

Joint angle [deg]
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6
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1
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Fig. 9. Graph of joint rotation angle at right leg.

Angular velocity [deg/s]

Max. angular velocity

Time [s]

Max. angular velocity

Fig. 10. Graph of angular velocity of joint rotation at right leg.
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Walking velocity [mm/s]
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Step length [mm]

Walking velocity [mm/s]

(a) Hip-joint height 468 [mm]

Step length [mm]

Walking velocity [mm/s]

(b) Hip-joint height 518 [mm]

Step length [mm]
(c) Hip-joint height 568 [mm]

Duty-ratio:
Fig. 11. Analysis results of maximum walking velocity at each gait.
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Simulation results of walking gait velocity at each parameters value are compiled in graphs
as shown in Fig. 11(a), (b) and (c). According to these graphs, from the relation of walking
velocity and step length, the walking velocity was maintain nearly at constant value when it
reached certain step length. Moreover, in relation of step length and hip-joint height, the
higher hip-joint position is providing wider step length to perform better walking distance.
At this point, lower duty-ratio shows the best results in relation of the hip-joint height and
the step length for higher walking gait velocity, as shown in Fig. 11(b), where the low dutyratio shows high walking velocity in relationship between the hip-joint-height and the steplength. It means by shorten the time for the support leg touching the ground will urge swing
leg to increase its speed to complete one walking cycle, thus increase the walking velocity.
At the same time, by choosing suitable step-length and hip-joint-height parameters, travel
distance in each step can be improved. Analysis results revealed that it is possible to control
biped walking speed without reducing the reduction-ratio at the joint-motor system.
From the simulation results, we can conclude that lower duty-ratio in suitable hip-joint
height comparatively provided higher walking gait velocity. For Bonten-Maru II, the
maximum walking gait velocity was improved from 30 [mm/ s] to 66 [mm/ s], which is
about two times better than current walking velocity. At this time the hip-joint height is 518
[mm] and the time for one step is 4.5 seconds.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Fig. 12. Humanoid robot performs biped walking applying the best parameters value from
simulation results: h=518 [mm], s=200 [mm] and d=0.7, time per step 4.5 sec.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Fig. 13. Humanoid robot performs biped walking applying current parameters value: h=568
[mm], s=75 [mm] and d=0.8, time per step 2.5 sec.
5.3 Experiments with Bonten-Maru II
Real-time experiments with the biped humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II were conducted to
evaluate performance of the proposed methodology of optimal biped locomotion to
improve walking speed of the humanoid robot. The parameter values that revealed the best
result in simulation were applied, in comparison with current walking condition. Figures 12
and 13 respectively show photograph of the actual robot’s walking motion in each
experiment, which also indicate the parameter values applied. Travel distance was
measured during the experiments.
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The experimental results show that by applying the best parameters value obtained in the
simulation results, the walking speed was improved. At the same time, the travel distance is
longer about three times compared with current condition. This result reveals that the travel
distance was improved in conjunction with the improvement of walking speed in the biped
humanoid robot. The robot performed biped walking in smooth and stable condition.
5.3 Result and discussion
In our approach, we directly analyze geometrically the robot link structures and
dimensions, and consider duty-ratio as effective parameters to improve walking speed in
biped humanoid robot. Simulation results based on humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II
parameters reveals that walking speed was improved by applying low duty-ratio at
appropriate step length and hip-joint height. The walking speed increased about two times
compared to normal condition. Meanwhile, real-time experiments utilizing real biped
humanoid robot based on simulation results shows that the robot’s travel distance during
walking was improved about three times better than current walking condition. This
analysis proved that it is possible to improve walking speed in stable biped locomotion
without reducing the reduction-ratio.

6. Conclusion
This chapter presented analysis of biped gait locomotion to improve walking speed in
humanoid robot without changing reduction-ratio at joint-motor system. Step length, hipjoint height, and duty-ratio were identified as parameters in this analysis. A Relationship
between step length and hip-joint height was defined using geometrical calculations.
Simulation analysis was conducted followed by real time experiments using humanoid
robot Bonten-Maru II. Simulation results based on the humanoid robot Bonten-Maru II
revealed that walking speed was improved by applying low duty-ratio at appropriate step
length and hip-joint height. The walking speed increased about two times compared to
normal condition. The real-time experiments utilizing Bonten-Maru II based on the
simulation results shows that the robot’s travel distance during walking was improved
about three times better than current walking condition. The robot also walked faster in a
stable condition compared to current walking condition.
This analysis proved that it is possible to improve walking speed in biped walking robots
without reducing the reduction-ratio. The presented optimal gait generation in biped
locomotion improved the performance of humanoid robot system towards operation in real
world. This was proved by simulation and experimental results. Moreover, analysis results
of gait trajectory generation proposed an efficient gait pattern for the biped robot. Since the
analysis results revealed that it is possible to control biped locomotion speed without
changing reduction-ratio at joint-motor system, the high torque output at robot’s
manipulator to conduct tasks in various motions is maintained.
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